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Interference Management with Partial
Uplink/Downlink Spectrum Overlap
Itsikiantsoa Randrianantenaina, Hesham Elsawy, Hayssam Dahrouj, and Mohamed-Slim Alouini
Abstract—Simultaneous reuse of spectral resources by uplink
and downlink, denoted as in-band full duplex (FD) communica-
tion, is promoted to double the spectral efficiency when compared
to its half-duplex (HD) counterpart. Interference management,
however, remains challenging in FD cellular networks, especially
when high disparity between uplink and downlink transmission
powers exists. The uplink performance can be particularly de-
teriorated when operating on channels that are simultaneously
occupied with downlink transmission. This paper considers a
cellular wireless system with partial spectrum overlap between
the downlink and uplink. The performance of the system becomes,
therefore, a function of the overlap fraction, as well as the power
level of both the uplink and downlink transmissions. The paper
considers the problem of maximizing an overall network utility to
find the uplink/downlink transmission powers and the spectrum
overlap fraction between the uplink and downlink spectrum in
each cell, and proposes solving the problem using interior point
method. Simulations results confirm the vulnerability of the uplink
performance to the FD operation, and show the superiority of
the proposed scheme over the FD and HD schemes. The results
further show that explicit uplink and downlink performance
should be considered for efficient design of cellular networks with
overlapping uplink/downlink resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancement in design of transceivers with self-
interference cancellation (SIC) capabilities triggers nowadays
interests in the in-band full duplex (FD) communication. In
particular, FD transceivers can simultaneously transmit and
receive on the same channel by using SIC techniques to provide
sufficient protection for the receive chain from the overwhelm-
ing transmit signal [1]–[3]. When compared to the half-duplex
(HD) communication which split the spectrum between forward
and reverse links, FD communication offers higher spectrum
utilization by simultaneously reusing the entire spectrum by
both links. FD communication specifically combines disjoint
forward link and reverse link HD channels to common FD
channels, this operation doubles the bandwidth (BW) available
on each link. Depending on the SIC efficiency, FD communi-
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cation is expected to provide up to 100% capacity gains when
compared to its HD counterpart [1], [4].
In the context of large-scale networks, SIC is not the only
challenge for harvesting the foreseen FD communication gains.
Due to spatial frequency reuse, FD communication experiences
higher levels of interference on the common FD channels when
compared to the disjoint HD channels, due to the induced
forward-reverse interference. While HD receivers experience
intra-mode interference only, FD receivers experience intra-
mode, cross-mode (i.e., interference between forward and re-
verse links), and self interference. While SIC solves the self
interference part, efficient interference mitigation techniques
are required to solve the inter-mode/cross-mode interference
parts. Otherwise, cross-mode interference would diminish the
higher BW gains offered by FD communication [4]–[6]. The
cross-mode interference problem is far more acute in cellular
networks, especially when disparity between the transmission
powers in the forward link (downlink) and the reverse link
(uplink) exits [7], [8]. It is shown that FD can indeed increase
the spectral efficiency for downlink transmissions [2], [8], [9].
However, cross-mode interference can cause intolerable deteri-
oration in the uplink performance [7], [8]. Therefore, efficient
interference mitigation techniques are required to balance the
tradeoff between uplink and downlink performance and, at the
same time, maximize the overall network performance.
For efficient FD operation in cellular networks, efforts are
invested to mitigate the cross-mode interference induced by
FD communication [10]–[12]. In [10], precoding schemes
maximizing the spectral and energy efficiencies of a multiuser
MIMO FD network are proposed. Power control algorithms for
FD communication are suggested in [11] in order to overcome
interferences. The authors in [12] manage interference by
different types of scheduling to coordinate transmission in
nearby cells. However, in these works, only fully overlapping
uplink/downwlink channels are considered which might not
be the optimal choice. Moreover, the authors do not analyze
separately the uplink and downlik performance which hide the
damage uplink transmission might suffer of.
The authors in [8] propose the α-duplex scheme in which
the cross mode interference is controlled via the parameter
α, which can be seen as the fraction of overlap between
uplink/downlink spectrum. Reference [8], especially, shows
that with the proper choice of pulse-shapes and parameter α,
appreciable simultaneous improvement in the UL and DL rates
can be achieved. However, the system in [8] use a fixed value
of α for all BSs. Further, reference [8] does not optimize the
2Fig. 1: An illustrative diagram showing α duplex scheme.
uplink and downlink power levels, which results in a non-
optimized FD operation.
This paper considers a cellular wireless system with a
partial spectrum overlap between the downlink and uplink.
The performance of the system becomes, therefore, a function
of the overlap fraction, as well as the power level of both
the uplink and downlink transmissions. Unlike reference [8]
which considers the problem from a statistical perspective,
the main contribution of this paper is to maximize an overall
network utility to find the uplink/downlink transmission powers
and the spectrum overlap fraction between the uplink and
downlink spectrum in each cell. The paper proposes solving
the problem using interior point method. Our study confirms
the vulnerability of uplink performance to the FD operation
and shows the superiority of the α duplex scheme over the
FD and HD schemes. It also shows the conservative figures
reported by the statistical study in [8] regarding the FD gains.
Particularly, our results for the per-cell optimized α duplex
scheme show uplink rate improvement of 42% (as compared
to the 33% in [8]) and downlink rate improvement up to 80%
(as compared to the 28% in [8]). The results further show that
explicit uplink and downlink performance should be considered
for efficient design of FD communication in cellular networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, the system
model and methodology of analysis are presented in Section II.
Then, Section III details the optimization process and introduce
other scheme for comparison purposes. Numerical results and
discussion are presented in Section IV before concluding the
paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider single-tier cellular network constituted by N
BSs. Each BS is serving one user who is uniformly distributed
in its coverage range. All BSs and users are equipped with full-
duplex transceivers with perfect self-interference cancellation
(SIC) capability. It is worth mentioning that perfect SIC is
assumed to focus on the effect of cross-mode interference
on the network performance. We assume one uplink and one
downlink HD channels, each has B Hz BW, that are universally
reused across the network. Instead of assuming a common
FD channel with 2B Hz, we allow a flexible partial overlap
between uplink and downlink channels. That is, according to
the parameter α ∈ [0, 1], the uplink and downlink channels are
expanded to (1 +α)B such that they have an overlap of 2αB.
On one extreme, setting α = 0 captures the HD scheme with B
Hz uplink channel, B Hz downlink channel, and zero overlap.
On the other extreme, setting α = 1 captures the FD scheme
with a common (i.e., 2B overlap) uplink and downlink channel
with 2B Hz. We also allow each BS to select its own overlap
parameter α to be used in its cell. Hence, we define the overlap
coefficient αi which is used by the ith BS. An illustrative figure
for the α duplex scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
B. Pulse-shaping & Effective Cross-mode Interference
As in [8], the uplink and downlink channels do not show
rectangular shapes in the frequency domain1. Note that the
pulse shape shown in Fig. 1 is just for illustration purpose.
Instead, all uplink transmissions are assumed to use a unit
energy Sinc2(.) pulse shape and that all the downlink channels
are assumed to use a unit power Sinc(.) pulse shape. Hence, the
respective uplink and downlink pulse shapes in the frequency
domain are given by:
Su(f) =
Sinc2
(
2f
(1+α)B
)
√
∞∫
−∞
Sinc4
(
2f
(1+α)B
)
df
, (1)
Sd(f) =
Sinc
(
2f
(1+α)B
)
√
∞∫
−∞
Sinc2
(
2f
(1+α)B
)
df
. (2)
The effect of pulse shaping and partial uplink and downlink
overlap can be captured by the effective interference factor,
which measures the amount of cross-mode interference leakage
from the matched filters at the receivers. Hence, for the uplink
receivers (i.e. at the BSs), the cross-mode interference factor is
given by
Cu(α) =
(1+α)B/2∫
−(1+α)B/2
S
∗
u (f)Sd(f − (1− α)B)df, (3)
where the downlink pulse is shifted by the amount of (1 −
α)B due to the frequency mismatch as a consequence of the
partial overlap. As reflected by (3), for HD case the uplink and
downlink pulses are separated by B, and for FD case they are
1Rectangular pulses in the frequency domain are not used to avoid inter sym-
bol interference in the time domain and to reduce the cross-mode interference
with α.
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Fig. 2: The system model representing two cells i and j.
perfectly aligned between uplink and downlink. It is also worth
mentioning that the integration limits are due to the low pass
filter at the receiver which captures the energy within the BW
of interest only. Similarly, for the downlink receivers (i.e., at
the users), the cross-mode interference factor is given by
Cb(α) =
(1+α)B/2∫
−(1+α)B/2
S
∗
d (f)Su(f − (1− α)B)df, (4)
The cross-mode interference factors given in (3), and (4) show
the tradeoff imposed by the parameter α on the system perfor-
mance. From one side, both Cu(α) and Cb(α) are increasing
functions of α due to the larger overlap between the pulse
shapes and the higher integration range, which implies higher
cross-mode interference. On the other hand, looking into (1)
and (2) we see that the effective BW accessed by uplink and
downlink transmission also increases in α, which implies higher
rate. Hence, the overlap parameter α should be carefully tuned
to balance the tradeoff between the channel BW and the cross-
mode interference. As will be shown later, the uplink cross-
mode interference factor Cu(α) has a prominent effect on the
uplink signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) due to the
high transmission powers of the BSs. In contrast, Cb(α) has
minor effect of the downlink SINR due to the low transmission
powers by the users.
Both Cu(α) and Cb(α) depend highly on the pulse shapes.
Sinc and Sinc2 pulse shapes are respectively assumed for
downlink and uplink all along this paper, as mentioned above;
the optimization of those pulse shape is left for future further
analysis.
C. SINR Representation
To facilitate the SINR representation of the considered α-
duplex system, the distances (r) and the channel power gains
(h) between any two transceivers in the network are arranged
in a matrix format. The subscript indicates the type of the two
transceivers (”b” for base station and ”u” for user), and the
superscript specifies their indices. l(d) is the attenuation due
to distance (pathloss) for a distance d, this function depends
on the deployment scenario as shown in [13]. piu (pib) is the
transmit power of the ith user (BS) and pu (pb) is a vector
containing the transmit powers of N users (BSs). Fig. 2 shows
an example of the considered network with two cells i and j.
The ith uplink signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) is
defined as
γiu(pu,pd,α) =
piuh
i,i
bu l(r
i,i
bu )
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
p
j
bh
j,i
bb l(r
j,i
bb )|Cu(αj)|
2 +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
p
j
uh
j,i
bu l(r
j,i
bu ) + σ
i
b(α)
,
(5)
where α = {α1, α2, ...., αN} is the vector of all fractions of
overlapping spectrums, and σib(α) is the noise variance at the
ith BS receiver, explicitly σib(α) = (1 + α)BNo where No is
the noise spectral density at the BS receiver . The first term
in the denominator is the cross-mode interference. In this case,
this is the interference from downlink transmission affecting the
uplink transmission due to the amount of overlap in bandwidth.
In the same fashion, the ith downlink SINR is:
γib(pu,pd,α) =
pibh
i,i
bu l(r
i,i
bu )
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
p
j
uh
j,i
uu l(r
j,i
uu )|Cb(αj)|
2 +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
p
j
bh
j,i
bu l(r
j,i
bu ) + σ
i
u(α)
.
(6)
Therefore, the uplink rate and downlink rate for the ith user
are respectively
R
i
u(pu,pd,α) = (1 + αi)B log(1 + γ
i
u(α)), and (7)
R
i
b(pu,pd,α) = (1 + αi)B log(1 + γ
i
b(α)). (8)
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
A. The Suggested Scheme
In this paper, we consider maximizing an overall network
utility to determine the uplink/downlink transmission powers
and the spectrum overlap fraction between the uplink and
downlink spectrum in each cell. The focus is on two types of
objective functions that are used in analysis and performance
illustration: sum-rate and sum log-rate. For instance, the sum-
rate problem can be formulated as follows:
max
pu,pd,α
N∑
i=1
R
i
b(pu,pd,α) +R
i
b(pu,pd,α), (9a)
s.t. 0 ≤ pu ≤ pmaxu , (9b)
pb ≥ p
min
b , (9c)
N∑
i=1
p
i
b ≤ p
tot
b , (9d)
αmin ≤ α ≤ 1, (9e)
4where the optimization is over the powers pu, pb, and α,
where pmaxu is the maximum transmit power for users. Further,
knowing that the users receiver is less sophisticated than the
BSs’ receiver, we assume that the BS has a minimum transmit
power that is used to guarantee the coverage ( i.e. SINR) of
the user at the edge of every cell pminb (9c). The constraint
(9d) represents the total transmit power constraint across all
BSs. Note that the maximum transmit power affordable by
users equipment are small compared to the one for BSs
(Npmaxu ≪ ptotb ). Based on the pulse shapes discussed earlier,
it shown in [8] that at α = 0.275, orthogonality is achieved
between the downlink and uplink such that Cu(0.275) = 0.
However, Cu(0.275) > 0. Due to the vulnerability of uplink
transmission to downlink interference, and the negligibility of
the interference from uplink to downlink., we take α = 0.275
as minimum value of of the spectrum overlap.
The value of Cu(α) and Cb(α) are approximated by polyno-
mials for α > 0.275.
B. Proposed Solution
The above optimization problem is a non-convex problem
due to the coupled interference terms in the SINR expressions.
This paper, however, applies the interior point method to
solve it [14]. While the suggested method does not guarantee
global optimality because of the non-convexity of the original
problem, the simulations section shows that the utilized method
outperforms the benchmark schemes presented in the subsec-
tion III-C.
The following is a brief description of the utilized method.
All details can be found in [14]. First, let fi(pu,pd,α) ≤ 0
be the ith scalar inequality constraint of the above optimization
problem (There are m=5N + 1 such constraints). Our opti-
mization problem can be written as the following minimization
problem
min
pu,pd,α
−
[ N∑
i=1
R
i
b(pu,pd,α) +R
i
u(pu,pd,α)
]
(10a)
s.t. fi(pu,pd,α) ≤ 0, i = 1, ...m. (10b)
Or equivalently, using the logarithmic barrier function
min
pu,pd,α
−
(
N∑
i=1
R
i
b(pu,pd,α) +R
i
u(pu,pd,α)
+
1
τ
m∑
i=1
log(−fi(pu,pd,α))
)
, (11)
The main idea of the barrier method is to solve (11) for a
fixed τ at every iteration. The value of τ increases at every
iteration, until 1
τ
becomes less than a certain tolerance value.
In our case, within every iteration, we use Newton’s method
with line search (i.e, we determine how much to move in the
obtained direction) to solve (11).
The other utility function considered, i.e., the log-sum rate,
comes as an alternative solution to the sum-rate which often
leads to unbalanced performance gains between the uplink and
downlink. The log-sum rate, on the other hand, presents a
fairness alternative that relatively balances the downlink and
uplink performance, as shown later in the simulations section.
In this case, instead of utilizing the sum-rate function (9a) in
the above optimization problem, we utilize the following sum
log-rate function:
max
pu,pd,α
N∑
i=1
log
(
R
i
b(pu,pd,α
)
+ log
(
R
i
u(pu,pd,α)
)
. (12)
The interior point method steps used to solve the sum-log rate
function are omitted as they mirror the steps used to solve the
sum-rate problem.
C. Benchmark Schemes
To illustrate the performance of our proposed scheme, we
present here three benchmark techniques.
• First, the traditional HD with power control, obtained by
optimizing (9) and (12) by fixing α=0.
• Second, the FD scheme with power control, obtained by
optimizing (9) and (12) by fixing α=1 .
• For the third scheme, every couple {BS,user} uses the
same spectrum overlap coefficient α = 0.275, as proposed
in [8]. Further, every entity transmits with a fixed transmit
power. For BSs, use p
tot
b
N
; for users, use pmaxu .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup and Results
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Fig. 3: Variation of the average total rate (Riu +Rid) per user, per unit
HD-BW (B), with to the ratio of the uplink to downlink transmission
power for the sum rate maximization.
In this section, the performance in terms of rate per user
for FD, HD, and α duplex schemes are evaluated and com-
pared. For the simulations, we consider an urban macro-cell
environment in which the network and propagation model are
employed according to 3GPP standard in [13]. Specifically, the
used pathloss model is l(d) = 22 log
10
(d) + 28+ 20 log
10
(fc),
where d is the propagation distance in meters and fc is the
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Fig. 4: Variation of the rate per user, per unit HD-BW (B), with the
ratio of the uplink to downlink transmission power for the sum rate
maximization.
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Fig. 5: Variation of the average total rate (Riu +Rid) per user, per unit
HD-BW (B), with to the ratio of the uplink to downlink transmission
power for the sum of log rate maximization.
carrier frequency in GHz. In each simulation run, N=9 BSs,
with inter site distance of 500 m, are deployed. Then, a user
is randomly dropped inside the coverage area of each BS. The
channels BSs are selected to be 20 MHz on each direction.
Fig. 3 shows the optimal rate for the sum rate maximiza-
tion scheme in (9) with the ratio of the uplink to downlink
transmission powers. The figure confirms the superiority of the
α duplex scheme over all other schemes. Particularly, the α
duplex scheme offers 43% sum rate gain over the traditional
HD scheme and 10% sum rate gain over the FD case. The
figure also shows a 30% sum rate gain of the FD scheme over
the traditional HD scheme. The effect of the transmit power
disparity between the uplink and downlink is also highlighted
by Fig. 3. The figure shows that increasing the maximum
transmission power of the uplink leads to a higher FD and
α-duplex performance, while the HD scheme saturates. The
reason behind this behavior can be attributed to the vulnerability
of the uplink and the prominent effect of the downlink to
uplink interference. Increasing the uplink power provides more
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Fig. 6: Variation of the rate per user, per unit HD-BW (B), with to
the ratio of the uplink to downlink transmission power for the sum of
log rate maximization.
balanced operation between the uplink and downlink, which
enables higher spectrum overlap and improves the overall
performance.
Fig. 3 shows an overall network performance, which may be
misleading as it does not quantify the gain of the uplink and
downlink separately. Therefore, we plot Fig. 4 to investigate the
explicit uplink and downlink performances. The figure confirms
the uplink vulnerability to downlink interference. When the
uplink transmission power is low, α duplex gains are mainly
in the downlink , while the uplink performance can be highly
deteriorated, specially in the FD case. As the maximum trans-
mission power of the uplink increases, more balanced operation
between uplink and downlink is maintained and higher gains
in the uplink is achieved. Note that the gains in the uplink
come on a slight degradation in the downlink due to the cross
mode interference. However, the overall performance increases
as shown in Fig. 3. The results in Fig. 4 also show the negligible
effect of the uplink interference on the downlink performance.
Hence, the FD scheme is the best for the downlink rate, while
α duplex with optimized overlap between uplink and downlink
balances the tradeoff between uplink and downlink performance
and results in the highest overall network performance. Finally,
Fig. 4 manifests the importance of explicitly accounting for the
uplink and downlink performances, and shows that considering
an overall network performance hides the loss uplink may
enconter.
Fig. 3 shows that there is critical value of the uplink maxi-
mum transmission power (i.e., below 0.012 of the BS power) in
which maximizing the sum rate through any uplink/downlink
spectrum overlap scheme would always degrade the uplink
performance, compared to the HD case. For instance, when
the BS power is 200 times the maximum user terminal power,
α duplex scheme would deteriorate the uplink power with 25%
and FD scheme would deteriorate the uplink power with 75%.
This emphasizes the importance of fair rate utility function
when there exists high disparity between uplink and downlink
powers.
6(a) Low user transmit power
(100 mW)
(b) Medium user transmit power
(500 mW)
(c) High user transmit power
(1 W)
Fig. 7: Chart showing the optimal value of α for different value of the maximum power at users
Fig. 5 and 6 show the rates obtained from solving the
summation of logarithm of rates utility given in (11). In terms of
the overall network rate in Fig. 5 , both FD and α duplex have
comparable performance. However, for the explicit uplink and
downlink performance in 6, the superiority of the α duplex in
balancing the uplink and downlink performance is emphasized.
The gain confirms the importance of accounting for the explicit
uplink and downlink performance for system with overlapped
spectrum access. The results in Fig. 6 also show that the FD
operation may lead to performance deterioration for the uplink
even for fair utility function. On the other hand, the α-duplex
scheme is able to maintain the uplink performance even for low
values of the maximum uplink transmission power.
In order to gain further insight into the system operation and
shed light on the fairness of the employed utility functions, we
show Fig. 7. The figure visualizes the optimal α selected by
the BSs for each utility function at different disparity levels
between the uplink and downlink transmission powers. The
figure shows that in the case of sum rate utility function most
of the BSs tend to select high values of α regardless of pmaxU ,
which explains the high deterioration in the uplink performance
at high disparity levels of the uplink/downlink transmission
powers (cf. Fig. 4). On the other hand, the value of α selected
by BSs in the sum of log rate utility function highly depends
on the disparity level of the uplink/downlink transmit powers,
which prevents the deterioration of the uplink rate. Therefore,
increasing the uplink transmission powers for the sum log rate
utility function enables higher optimal uplink/downlink overlap
due to the increased reliability of the uplink transmissions. Last
but not least, the figure confirms that a static overlap parameter
for all BSs is not the optimal choice.
B. Discussion
The results confirm the vulnerability of the uplink perfor-
mance to the downlink interference. Hence, FD operation with
complete overlap between uplink and downlink channels results
is beneficial to the downlink but ruinous for the uplink. There-
fore the α-duplex scheme is advocated for cellular networks, as
well as for other wireless network with high disparity between
the forward and reverse links transmit powers. The results
confirm the superiority of the α-duplex scheme in all case
studies conducted in the paper for both the sum and explicit
utilities.
In terms of the utility functions, when the maximum transmit
powers of the users equipment is sufficiently high, sum rate
utility formulation is recommended. In this case, the results
show 30% rate gain for optimizing sum rate when compared
to optimizing the sum log rates. On the other hand, when
the maximum transmit powers of the users equipment is low,
sum of log rates utility formulation is recommended. In this
case, the results show that sum rate may result in significant
uplink deterioration (e.g., 75% for FD and 25% for the α
duplex), while positive gain is obtained for both of the uplink
and downlink cases in the case of sum of the log rate for
the α duplex scheme. Also, the deterioration for the FD case
when maximum transmit powers of the users equipment is low
7decreases from 75% for the sum rate to 14% for the sum of
log rate maximization.
Finally, it can be observed in all figures that, choosing a
system wide constant value of α for all BSs, without power
control, can lead to waste of resources. For instance, in Fig. 3, it
performs worse than HD in terms of global rate of the network.
However, for low transmit power, a small advantage for uplink
is observable (fig. 4), this is because the fixed value of alpha
is chosen in a way to minimize the downlink interference.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper considers a cellular wireless system with partial
spectrum overlap between the downlink and uplink, as a
means to devise smart spectrum sharing techniques between
the downlink and uplink. The paper proposes an interference
management scheme that controls per-cell transmission powers
as well as the amount of overlap between uplink and downlink
resources in order to maximize an overall network utility (sum-
rate and sum log-rate). The problem is solved using interior
point method. The results reaffirm that uplink performance may
be significantly deteriorated in FD cellular networks due to
the high disparity between base stations and user terminals
powers. The proposed scheme shows 43% performance gain
when compared to the traditional HD scheme, and 10% per-
formance gain when compared to the FD scheme (both HD
and FD are with power control). Furthermore, the sugested
scheme is highlighted by 53% gains when compared to static
uplink/downlink overlap without interference management.
We also conclude that the utility function formulation should
depend on the disparity between the uplink and downlink
transmission powers. For low uplink transmission power, it
is preferable to optimize the utility function harmonizing the
uplink and downlink profits, in our case, the sum of the loga-
rithm of rates. In contrast, for high uplink transmission power,
optimizing the summation of rate grants full exploitation of the
resources, which leads to simultaneous uplink and downlink
gains.
Last but not least, we show that accounting for an overall
performance metric might be misleading, and we highlighted
the importance of accounting for explicit uplink and downlink
performance. For the future work, instead of assuming a static
pulse shapes for all transmissions, optimal pulse shaping for
interference management will be investigated.
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